Introducing Impress Global
Our commitment remains the same, to develop business management solutions that support
the specific needs of our clients and fosters their growth. The release of Impress Global to the
marketplace is the latest example of that dedication. So, why Impress Global? By completely
updating the user interface and adding several options to configure the menus and workflow,
Impress Global provides an improved and more efficient user experience. In addition, the
solution has been developed on a Microsoft SQL database, offering users the streamlined
ability to add new features, functionality, and applications that will scale as your business
grows.

Leading Edge Technology
As a recognized best practice in the software industry, technology upgrades allow software
providers to deliver new functionality, support more frequent releases, resolve limitations
with software tools, and help their clients remain competitive. The greatest benefit of the
technology refresh to the base framework that supports Impress Global is that it provides
end-users a streamlined experience when working with the solution and interacting with their
data. Older technologies will no longer limit development initiatives, allowing us to continue
releasing additional functionality and new applications to support our customers.

Enhanced User Experience
Not all users are created equal, nor do all users work the same way. We recognize that, which
is why we’ve developed Impress Global with an intuitive user interface and streamlined menu
structure. The solution allows users to configure and personalize home screens and menu
functions to be more efficient in their daily, periodic, or regular workflow. Dynamic task panes
provide easy access to key information available all on one screen. This release of Global is just
the beginning, as our development methodology is to continue to build solutions from the
end-users’ perspective and enhance the overall experience.

Comprehensive Functionality and Capabilities
Providing business solutions for growing and changing companies takes more than just the
latest technology and a great user interface. It requires industry-specific functionality and
capabilities. Impress Global meets that need with extended integration offerings to premier
suppliers, eCommerce platforms, payment processors, and industry-best solutions that
compliment Global, which means additional benefits for our customers. We’re pleased to
announce the solution also offers robust Warehouse Management System and Production
Center applications built specifically to support the decorated apparel and promotional
products industry and take your business further.
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